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Lee's films on the emerging identity of young Africans women
is one of such power and negation that it cannot afford to
be dismissed and/or remain unmonitored by the Africans
community.
Implications for Africans Filmmakers and the Africans
Community and Directions for Future Research conclude this
study.
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The history of Africana (African American, Black, of
African descent) female character types in American film
reveals a disturbing pattern of images which lack a level of
humanity.* Often portrayed on the Hollywood screen as
seductress/sex objects, tragic mulattoes, and social props,
Africana actresses have been typecast and limited to
selected roles which are created predominantly by men,
priinarily Caucasian men.
Since 1890, Africana female character types have lacked
a dimension of humanity. This early history of portraying
Africana women in selected roles has resulted in a long-term
trend in American film. Consequently, viewers have come to
accept certain depictions of Africana female character types
due to this trend.
Although the film industry is predominantly controlled
by Caucasian men, at times, Africana films capture
widespread attention. This study is concerned specifically
with the films of Spike Lee due to his current status as
America's leading Africana filmmaker. He is the only
Africana cinema artist who has released films consecutively
since 1986.
Well on the road to becoming an Oscar Micheaux of the
nineties, Lee already has six major productions to his
credit. All of these films center around the Africana
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community, and include Africana female character types. The
themes are varied, but they often revolve around race or
male/female relations.
Lee's plot usually involves race, sex, and/or class
issues. Therefore, this study is focused on the Africana
female character types in five of Lee's films, and the
extent to which he portrays sex objects, tragic mulattos,
and social props.
Statement of the Problem
The 1990s have begun as an era when young people listen
and dance to songs by Africana artists titled "Pop that
Coochie," "Shake What Ya Mama Gave Ya," "Gangsta Bitch," and
"Me So Horny." It has also been a time when high tech
videos accompany these provocative songs. These videos
present images of long haired, light and brown-skinned
Africana women in skimpy clothes, bumping and grinding with
male partners.
In addition, thanks to Africana musical groups such as
Luke Skywalker, Bitches Wit' Problems, Hoes Wit' Attitudes,
and Dr. Dre, Africana youth have come to accept terms for
women such as "bitches" and "hoes." They also accept the
sexual portrayals of women in music videos. Other forms of
popular culture have also contributed to the acceptance of
certain character types or images of Africana women.
Throughout the history of American film, both Caucasian
and Africana filmmakers have typecast Africana women in the
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roles of sex objects, tragic mulattoes, and social props.
James Murray, an Africana film historian and critic traces
these roles to the early origins of cinema. Many critics
complain that the trend continues even today.
Since Spike Lee is currently the leading Africana
filmmaker in America with six consecutive films to his
credit, it is important to determine how Africana viewers
perceive his female character types given the aforementioned
trends in popular culture.
Lee is producing films in an era when many Africana
songwriters and video producers present Africana women in
limited roles and images- However, the extent to which Lee
portrays Africana female character types has yet to be
explored in a comprehensive study of his films.
An indepth analysis of the literature failed to uncover
a comprehensive study of Spike Lee's films as a thesis,
dissertation, or text, and it is important to examine the
extent to which the Africana female character types in his
films are perceived by Africana youth because these
perceptions may shape the way in which these youths
generally view Africana women.
As one of America's leading cinematic artists, Lee is
admired by many, namely Africana youths. It is important to
study how these youths perceive the overall Africana female
characters in Spike Lee's films, so as to determine the
influence Lee has had on Africana youth and their
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perceptions.
Purpose of the Study
A major purpose of the study was to examine the
overall attitudes of Africans youths towards the Africans
women character types in the films of Spike Lee, and to
determine how these character types are perceived by this
selected audience.
With the history of Africans women in American film
being reported as full of stereotypes by the academy, it was
the goal of the study to reveal how young Africans viewers
would describe Lee's Africans female character types.
According to James Murray, movies "exert a strong influence
on the way that people think of themselves," and are "a way
for people to see themselves in relation to society as a
whole
The purpose of this study was to determine how CAU
students perceive Lee's overall Africans female character
types because this information could provide insight on how
these youths view Africans women in general.
The research questions were the following: 1) Overall,
how do Clark Atlanta University students respond to Spike
Lee's Africans female character types? 2) What are the
characteristics or personal experiences of the students
whose perceptions will be measured? 3) What kinds of
Africans female character types have existed previously to
Spike Lee's in which these students may or may not have been
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exposed?
Significance of the Study
The findings of the study could provide insight
concerning the extent to which recent Africans women
characters are perceived as similar or distinct from female
character types of the past. This information is meant to
add to the growing body of literature geared towards
Africans women's studies, especially that of images of women
in film.
Recently, there has been an increased interest in
Africans women's studies in academe. Some examples of
recently established programs include the founding of the
Africans Women's Studies program at Clark Atlanta University
in 1985, the anticipated women's studies program at Spelman
College, and other newly established programs.
These programs are a result of an increased interest in
the study of Africans women in various fields such as
literature and popular culture, politics, education,
development, science, etc. This emphasis concurs with a
current surge in Africans films which has produced several
Africans filmmakers since the late eighties.
Currently, no other Africans filmmaker has produced as
much as Lee. Critics often accuse Lee of creating
controversial films. For example. School Daze received
harsh criticism from the Africans community due to its
skin-color conflict theme, and its non-academic depiction of
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Africana college life. The movie focused instead on the
students experiences outside of the classroom.
In addition, many European critics predicted that the
film that followed, Do The Right Thing, would cause riots in
the inner cities of America. This film centered around the
race relations between Africana residents and an Italian
family who owns a pizzeria in a Brooklyn community. The
film ended with Africana youths rioting in protest of the
politics of the pizza parlor owner and his family.
Now is the time to study Spike Lee's film. Because
Lee is one of the leading Africana filmmakers in America
during the popularity of rap music, videos, and other forms
of popular culture, his character types should be examined
so as to determine the extent to which viewers perceive
them. Lee's character types should also be studied to gain
an idea of how Africana youths perceive Africana women in
general.
That John Singleton credits Spike Lee as the
inspiration which led him to attend film school indicates
the influence that Lee has on Africana youth, and shows that
his films will be studied by future filmmakers. In
Essence. Singleton wrote:
"I've always looked up to Spike Lee. Not because
of the Nike commercials or the fact that he is down
with other righteous brothers like Michael Jordan and
Chuck D of Public Enemy. This is not to slight any
other filmmaker, but I gotta say it. Spike Lee is a
real filmmaker. His work falls into the tradition of a
true cinematic artist who knows and loves his craft and
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who has an extensive knowledge of its history"^ (1991,
64) .
It is necessary to examine the perceptions of young
Africans viewers to determine similarities, as well as
differences between Lee's female character types and those
in past American films.
The perceptions of Africans youths could also help
establish where Lee's female character types fit within
American cinematic history. How these youths perceive Lee's
female character types can be compared with existing
literature on the subject to determine similarities and
differences in Lee's characterizations of females.
Assumptions
Several assumptions were made by the researcher
regarding the outcome of this study as it relates to the
perceptions of Africans youth. They included several
assumptions which are detailed below.
1. People draw upon their background and personal
experiences to answer questions and formulate opinions.
Those who participated in the content analysis exercise and
the survey on images of Africans women in the films of Spike
can only formulate opinions based on the extent to which
they understand and relate to the subject matter. For
example, men and women could view character types
differently.
2. The Africans female character types in Spike Lee's
films are portrayed in old stereotypes or mutations.
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3. Spike Lee is an Africana filmmaker widely known and
recognized throughout the African American community.
Since filmmakers are image makers, various forms of
popular culture can create widespread acceptance or protest
on certain issues in popular culture. If, as the critics
assert, Africana women are being typecast in limited roles,
then popular culture can contribute to the solution for the
problem which it has also helped to create.
With the recent increased emphasis on cinematic art,
there is limited discussion on film content analysis as a
technique. There seems to be a wealth of information on
computer-aided content analysis, quantitative newspaper
analysis, propaganda analysis, etc. This study will
contribute to the further development of film content
analysis by using this as a methodological tool for the
study.
The use of a subject pool/sample in the content
analysis, and the creation of an instrument which the
subject pool/sample completed as a part of the analysis by
the researcher is a relatively new approach in the area of
studies of images of Africana women in film. The researcher
was unable to locate any published information on the
merging of survey research and content analysis methodology
in any film study.
Most of the discourse written on content analysis
methodology includes little or no detailed information on
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conducting content analysis and film. Some examples of
texts which lacked discussion of this technique are Weber
1985, Krippendorff 1980, and Holsti 1969. One major goal of
the study was to add to the existing body of information on
film research. There should be more film research focused
on the modification and further development of film content
analysis.
Limitations of the Study
The limits of the study are based on the problem of
subjectivity as it relates to the survey respondent and the
questionnaire. The survey respondent related to the
concepts generated in the questionnaire only to the extent
that his/her experience permitted.
The instrument used in the study was derived from one
that was pilot tested prior to the study. A thesaurus was
provided on the questionnaire for ambiguous terms, and
participants were encouraged to ask questions regarding the
instrument.
One flaw of the questionnaire is that it failed to
include an item which addressed whether Lee's female
characters were portrayed positively. This flaw occurred
due to an oversight by the researcher, and was meant to be
included.
Another limitation of the study is that it is confined
to CAU students, as opposed to students of all the AUC
schools. As the host school for the researcher, the
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accessibility of the school's resources (ie. students, TV
viewing room and VCR, and convenient viewing location) was
one of the primary reasons that the researcher chose CAU.
A major problem of this study is that it was limited
mostly to the opinions of young Africana college-based
women. As a result, the study claims to be no substantial
voice for Africana women as a whole.
The study was further limited to assessing the
attitudes of students towards the Africana female character
types in five films of Spike Lee. No attempt was made to
study the impact of the film on the audience or the quantity
of roles among men and women.
Organization of the Study
The report of this study is organized into five
chapters. The statement of the problem, purpose of the
study, assumptions, and limitation of the study are included
in Chapter I. The limitations are discussed with respect to
the instrument used, the setting of the study, and the focus
of the study.
Chapter II provides a selected history of Africana
women in film. Emphasis is placed on Africana films which
are characterized by direct input by Africana people
(writing, acting, producing, or directing). Definitions of
character types labeled by past film critics and historians
are also included.
Chapter III presents the methodology the researcher
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employed to undertake the study. It characterizes the
subjects who participated in the study, describes the
instrument used in the study, etc.
Chapter IV discloses the results of the study.
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Since the 1890s, when the first motion pictures were
produced, images of Africans women have always lacked a
dimension of humanity. In fact, in 1973, James Murray
reported the following stereotypes and caricatures which can
be traced back to the origins of American theater and film:
"Savage African, happy slave, devoted servant,
corrupt politician, irresponsible citizen, petty thief,
social athlete, unhappy non-white, born cook, born
musician, perfect entertainer, superstitious church¬
goer, chicken and watermelon eater, razor and knife
toter, uninhibited expressionist, and mental
inferior.
Cinanatlc Character Types of Afrlcana Women
Throughout American cinematic history, some recurring
characterizations of Africans women in film have included
the tragic mulatto, the mammy/servitor, the sex object/
seductress, the female/exotic buck, and the loud-mouth.
These character types are all variations from Murray's list.
Tragic Mulattoes
The late 1950s gave rise to an emphasis on the tragic
mulatto character in American film. The tragic mulatto was
characterized by the inner turmoil she experienced due to
her mixed race or light-skin color. "Usually, the mulatto
is made likable--even sympathetic (because of her white
•l
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blood, no doubt)--and the audience believes that the girl's
life could have been productive and happy had she not been a
"victim of divided racial inheritance."2
The tragic mulatto in the late 1950s was mostly
portrayed by white women who were cast in the lead roles, as
opposed to Africans women. In 1957, Yvonne DeCarlo played
the tragic mulatto in Band of Angels. In 1958, Natalie Wood
played the tragic mulatto in Kings Go Forth. This Hollywood
casting trend reached an apex in 1959 when Susan Kohner
portrayed the tragic mulatto in Imitation of Life, and was
nominated for an Oscar.
Dorothy Dandridge was the only Africans woman cast as a
tragic mulatto in a major movie in the 1950s, and won an
Oscar nomination for her performance. Her performance as
the tragic mulatto in Carmen Jones in 1954 preceded and set
the stage for the surge of white women playing tragic
mulattoes in the late 1950s.
Dandridge's European features parodied those who would
succeed her. Her beauty included smooth cream-colored skin,
straight hair, and a narrow nose. Her role in Carmen Jones
cast her as the tragic mulatto and "... contain[ed] the
definitive Dandridge mulatto performance."
According to film critic/historian, Donald Bogle,
Dandridge "may have been forced to live out the screen image
that destroyed her. After starring in several movies with
interracial love themes as the tragic mulatto character
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type, Dandridge married white restauranteur Jack Dennison.
They divorced in 1962, and three years later Dandridge
overdosed on anti-depressant pills after a struggle with
"...alcohol, pills, and self-destructive love affairs."^
The tragic mulatto character type extends far back into
the history of American cinema. One early appearance of the
type was in The Debt.® In this film of the early 1900s, an
Africana woman bore the child of a Caucasian man in the old
South at the same time that this Caucasian man's wife bore
their son. The mulatto child's life turned tragic when she
learned that her Caucasian boyfriend was also her
stepbrother.
Even in the independent films of Africana filmmaker
Oscar Micheaux of the 1920s and 30s, Africana actresses with
light-colored skin were the norm. Some popular actresses of
the Micheaux films include Albertine Pickens, lead actress
in Law of Nature and Evelyn Freer in The Homesteader.
The tragic mulatto character type reached a peak in
American film during the 1950's when white women were
primarily cast to play the role. Since then, light-skin
Africana actresses have been cast for the part. For
example, in the 1960s, amidst the militant political climate
of the Civil Rights Movement, the tragic mulatto reappeared
in American film, played by Africana actresses. However,
this was not on a large scale.
Rebellion and radical social changes of the sixties.
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were reflected in images of Africana women portrayed in
American film. The tragic mulatto as a central character,
and the emphasis on light-colored Africana actresses
decreased.
Yet, in 1961, "John Cassavetes' Shadows picked up the
old tragic mulatto theme and turned it inside out. Here,
[an Africana woman] who looked white fell in love with a
white man. She neglected to tell him she was [Africana] not
because of any shame. She simply believed it unimportant."^
Her Caucasian lover abandoned her when he learned of her
African ethnicity.
The tragic mulatto did not disappear in the 1970s. For
example, Lonetta McKee played the role of Sister in the
box-office hit Sparkle (1976). "Because McKee is the
["hincty," high-yeller Africana woman]...Sister's death [a
drug overdose] makes her look all the more like a past
tragic mulatto."*
The tragic mulattoes of the seventies mutated into
colorless mulattoes "...with no one strongly defined
racial/cultural identity" in the early 1980s.’ Some
examples of this trend include Rae Dawn Chong in Quest For
Fire (1981), Commando (1985), and American Fliers (1985);
Jennifer Beals in Flashdance (1983) and The Bride (1985) ,
and Apollonia Kotero of Purple Rain (1984). In the late
eighties and early 1990s, these character types returned to
the tragic mulatto.
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Siammary of Tragic Mulattoes
The tragic mulatto is a continuous character type
throughout the history of American film. Murray described
the tragic mulatto as the "unhappy non-white.
Ironically, Caucasian women predominantly portrayed the
tragic mulatto in early film history.
In fact, the 1950s resulted in an increase in the tragic
mulatto character in American film which was portrayed
predominantly by Caucasian women. During this period,
Dorothy Dandridge was the only Africana woman allowed to
portray the tragic mulatto.
The 1960s resulted in less emphasis on the tragic
mulatto character type due to the militant political climate
in American. However, there was a reappearance of the
tragic mulatto, played by light skin Africana women in the
1970s. The character mutated in the 1980s into colorless
mulattoes who had no strongly defined racial/cultural
identity. In the late 1980s and early 1990s, the tragic
mulatto resurfaced in Lee's films. A discussion of the
tragic mulatto character type in Lee's films is discussed
later in the chapter.
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Seductresses/Sex Objects
The seductress/sex object character type can be traced
back to the late 1920s when Nina Mae McKinney portrayed
Chick in Hallelujah (1929). According to Edward Mapp's
essay "Black Women in Films: A Mixed Bag of Tricks," in
Black Films and Filmmakers, the seductress "is characterized
by her careful capitulation of the male she has chosen to
seduce, and the control she exhibits while carrying out the
act of seduction; the sex object is continually used for
sexual gratification, and often experiences abuse as a
result.
Africana women are often depicted as a blend of these
two character types. For example, Donald Bogle described
the earliest Africana actress to portray these roles:
"Executing sensuous bumps and grinds in the famous cabaret
scene...Nina Mae McKinney was the movies' first black
whore. "
Depicted as an exotic sex object, Chick was also
represented as a tragic mulatto. "She was the [Africana]
woman out of control of her emotions, split in two by her
loyalties and her own vulnerabilities...Chick was always
referred to as "that Cinnamon-colored gal" or "high yeller."
The white half of her represented the spiritual; the black
half, the animalistic."’*
In the 192Os-3Os, Josephine Baker was also featured in
"exotic primitive [sex object] roles" in The Siren of the
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Tropics (1928), Princess Tam-Tam (1938), and Zou-Zou
(1935) In the 1940s, Lena Horne succeeded Josephine
Baker, and became the popular Africana actress of the
period. Although Horne was not depicted as "primitive," she
nevertheless was shown as the combination tragic mulatto and
seductress/sex object, like her predecessor, Dandridge.’^
Horne was featured in such classics as Cedsln In the Sky
(1943) , Stormy Weather (1943), Two Girls and a Sailor
(1944), and a host of other films. As late as 1969, "she
played a madam who was the mistress of an ill-fated white
marshal.
The blending of the tragic mulatto and seductress/sex
object character types has occurred frequently in American
film because the industry "upholds blond hair and blue eyes
as the dominant image."*’ The message to Africana actresses
has been "If you're light, you're all right. If you're
brown, stick around; but if you're black, stand back."**
This notion of white/light supremacy permeates throughout
American film.
During the sixties and the seventies, the seductress/
sex object expanded in skin color. Not only light-colored
Africana actresses with European features were cast in these
roles, but brown-colored actresses with distinct Africana
features were cast as well. For example. Ruby Dee portrayed
"the [Africana] whore"*’ in The Balcony (1963) and Uptight
(1969) ; Thelma Oliver portrayed the same character in The
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Pawnbroker (1965); Dionne Warwick was the sex object as
mistress to the slave-owner in Slaves (1969), and Lola
Falana portrayed the seductress in The Liberation of L. B.
Jones (1969).
This trend continued in the seventies with the
introduction of Judy Pace, a "hot [Africana] sexpot"^° who
was continuously cast opposite white men in such films as
Cotton Comes to Harlem (1970) and Three in the Attic (1973).
Summary of Seductresses/Sex Objects
The seductress/sex object character type can be traced
back to the late 1920s, and is prevalent in American film
even today. Nina Mae McKinney was the first Africana
actress to portray this role in a major motion picture, but
other African women such as Josephine Baker, and Lena Horne
followed her.
The early trend in American film was to cast light-skin
Africana women as sex objects, but during the sixties and
seventies the role expanded in skin color. This resulted in
Africana women of all shades being cast as seductress/sex
objects. For example. Ruby Dee, Dionne Warick, Lola Falana,
and Judy Pace were all cast in these roles.
Female Bucks
The seductress/sex object was also blended with a new
character type in American film during the seventies, the
female buck. Bogle defines bucks as "baaddd niggers,
over-sexed and savage, violent and frenzied as they lust
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for... flesh. Pam Grier and Tamara Dobson were the two
Africans actresses who dominated the screen in these roles
in such films as Cleopatra Jones (1973), Coffy (1973), Foxy
Brown (1974), and Friday Foster (1975) .
Dobson's African features included a "coffee-with-cream"
complexion and a long, fully coiled afro. Grier, too held
distinct African features, with her milk chocolate-colored
skin, and simulated European hairstyle. In a 1980 interview
with Jet, Grier stated that she "...took the parts no other
Hollywood starlet would touch because they didn't want to be
demeaned or mess up their nails...I am where I am because I
took these tough roles.
The female buck character type may have been viewed as
liberating during this era when the women's movement and
feminism popularly resurged. However, "...these characters
lived in a fantasy world--of violence, blood, guns, and
gore--which pleased rather than threaten[ed], male
audiences....Although men manhandle[d] them, Grier and
Dobson also took liberties with men, at times using them as
playful, comic toys.
In the 1980s, female bucks took on an exotic twist with
"Tina Turner in a metal-meshed minidress, as Aunty Entity in
Mad Max Beyond the Thunderdome (1985); Grace Jones...a sepia
Dragon Lady in such films as Conan the Destroyer (1984),
[and] A View to a Kill (1985) , [in which she played] the
Amazonian villainess May Day..."" In the 1990s, the female
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buck resurfaced in New Jack City (1991) , played by Vanessa
Williams.
Summary of Female Bucks
The female buck was a character type which gained
widespread attention in the 1970s, often referred to as the
"blaxploitation" era in American film. The female buck was
not confined to a particular color of Africana women, and
was blended with other character types such as the
seductress/sex object. These portraitures presented
Africana women in mutated images of violent, blood-thirsty,
"gun-toting" sex savages.
In the 1980s, the female buck appeared with an exotic
twist in science fiction classics such as Mad Max Beyond the
Thunderdome (1985) and Conan the Destroyer (1984) . The
exotic buck also appeared in non-science fiction films such
as A View to a Kill (1985). In 1991, the female buck
reappeared in the major motion picture New Jack City.
Mammies/Servitors
The mammy/servitor is rooted in the origins of American
film. "She made her debut around 1914 when audiences were
treated to a blackface version of Lysistrata" which "served
as a primer for the mammy roles of Hattie McDaniel [which
she] was to perfect in the 1930s.
Offshoots of the mammy/servitor included the "Aunt
Jemima" who is "blessed with religion or mammies who wedge
themselves into the dominant white culture...sweet, jolly.
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and good-tempered--a bit more polite than mammy and
certainly never as headstrong."^®
The 1930s was the peak period for the mammy/servitor
character type, and Hattie McDaniel was the first Africans
actress or actor to win an Academy Award for Best Supporting
Actress in this role before the period ended. "Hattie
McDaniel's career escalated with each new maid and mammy.
Louise Beavers was another popular mammy/servitor of
the period. Like Hattie McDaniel, she was typecast in
Hollywood mammy roles. Often, the careers of white
actresses and Africans actresses succeeded simultaneously.
For example, Mae West said of Beavers, "Whenever I planned
the person I thought of was Louise."^®
Beavers built a reputation for playing the best
mammy/servitor roles. She began and ended her illustrious
acting career playing these types of characters. "Thirty
years after Louise Beavers' screen debut, she made her last
film appearance as a maid in the 1961 United Artists release
The Facts of Life."^^
Beavers was best known for her role in the 1934 major
motion picture. Imitation of Life, as Delilah. "This
modern-day mammy figure, when given the opportunity to have
a place of her own, responds like the mythical Southern
slaves who renounced freedom in many a movie.
Butterfly McQueen, most known for her role as Prissy in
Gone With the Wind, was another Africana woman typecast in
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mairany/servitor roles. "Her performance was marked by
fragility, hysteria, and absurdity...[a] combination of the
comic and the pathetic."^*
These character types increased in the 1930s. Since
then, the mammy/servitor trend has been a mainstay in
American films created by both Africana and European
filmmakers.
In the late 1940s and early 1950s, Pearl Bailey and
Ethel Waters were the most prevalent Africana actresses
playing mammy/servitor characters. Ethel Waters played Aunt
Dicey, a mammy type in Pinky (1949) while Pearl Bailey
portrayed "a wise-cracking housekeeper"^^ in That Certain
Feeling (1956). The trend continued well into the 1960s
when the "militant mammy" made her debut in Hurry Sundown
(1967).
"Beah Richards, as Mammy Rose, came off better than any
other black actor in Hurry Sundown, presenting to audiences
a middle-class mammy in revolt."^® Richards also played the
mammy in Ossie Davis' Gone Are The Days (1964). In
addition, Africana actress, Maidie Norman portrayed the
"rational maid"^ in What Ever Happened to Baby Jane.
The one exceptional mammy/servitor role worth mentioning
was that of Ruth in Lorraine Hansberry's A Raisin in the Sxin
(1961). This movie focused on the private/family life of
the maid, as opposed to the maid's life at work.
The mammy/servitor character type relinquished the
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limelight to other types during the "blaxploitation" film
era, and also in the eighties. However, as usual, "very few
films attempted to explore a [Africana] woman's tensions or
aspirations or to examine the dynamics of sexual politics
within the [Africana] community.
There was a resurgence of Africana women in mammy/
servitor roles in both film and television during the 1990s.
Whoppi Goldberg assumed the role in Clara's Heart (1988)
and Long Walk Home, Cicely Tyson in Fried Green Tomatoes
(1991), Regina Taylor in the television show I'll Fly Away,
and Theresa Merrit in CBS's pilot Driving Miss Daisy which
was based on the 1991 movie.
Summary of Mammies/Servitors
The mammy/servitor role is rooted in the origins of
American film, and like the seductress/sex object and the
tragic mulatto, she is a mainstay in American film. It
appears that this Hollywood character type has been reserved
primarily for Africana women. Within the mammy/servitor
role, there are many character types. Some examples include
bowing, scraping, shuffling, and never headstrong; comical
and pathetic, or wise-cracking. However, almost never is
she white.
In the 1970s and 80s, the mammy/servitor character type
lost the limelight to other types. Yet, there is a
re-emphasis on the mammy/servitor in both film and
television in the nineties. Some popular mammy/servitor
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roles of the nineties were portrayed by Whoppi Goldberg,
Cicely Tyson (formerly known in the 1970s for playing
dignified roles), and Regina Taylor.
Loud-Mouths
The "loud-mouth" character type is a relatively new
phenomenon in American film. However, this character is an
extension of the militant mammy, who was never afraid to
speak her mind with velocity and verbosity. An example is
Claudia McNeil's role in A Raisin in the Sun. "Her work was
most effective when she was hooting, yelling, and
reprimanding, which is characteristic of the loud-mouth.
Sophia in The Color Purple (1985), played by Oprah
Winfrey, was constantly shown in loud verbal and physical
conflict with her husband, much like the loud-mouth
character Tina in Do The Right Thing (1989). In White Men
Can't Jxunp, Rosie Perez (who played Tina in Do The Right
Thing) starred as the sexually loose loud-mouth who is
constantly told by her boyfriend, portrayed by Woody
Harrelson, to shut-up, as she ranted and raved verbosely
throughout the movie.
Although the mammy/servitor trend is less emphasized in
American film in the nineties, its off-spring, the
loud-mouth, seems popular in both Africana and Caucasian
films during the nineties. The "loud-mouth" character type




The roots of the loud-mouth character type can be traced
back to the militant mammy. Although the mammy/servitor
character type is less emphasized in the nineties, the
loud-mouth character type has gained popularity. Without
the apron and handkerchief tied on her head, she is
presented as loud and rambunctious. Although many critics
use the term "bitch" to describe this character type, this
study labels it "loud-mouth."
Social Props
The social props' primary purpose is to serve as an
accessory to another character. This character type often
accentuates the protagonist of the film by serving as a
symbol of the protagonist's social and/or economic class.
The social props' origins is rooted in the devoted servant
character type which Murray traced to the 1890s.
The devoted servant, a mammy/servitor, is a role that
has been reserved primarily for Africana women throughout
American cinema. Most often, the devoted servant is
portrayed in a marginal role in a film's plot.
Some examples of the portrayal of the devoted servant as
a social prop in American cinema include Louise Beavers in
Annabell's Affairs (1932) and Bombshell (1933); Hattie
McDaniel in Blonde Venus (1932) and Song of the South
(1946) , and Ethel Waters in The Member of the Wedding
(1952) .
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Because these roles were marginal to the plot, it
appears as if scenes involving these character types could
be inserted or deleted from the film without jeopardizing
the storyline. These menial roles which were reserved
mostly for Africans women characterized them as social props
because their role was based not on the film's storyline,
but instead on the characterization of the protagonist.
These menial roles are also known as foil characters.
In the 1960s and 1970s, social props appeared in the
form of seductress/sex object character types. During this
period in American film, there was an emphasis on Africans
manhood which reduced Africans women character types to
social props as sex objects. Pauline Kael's essay "Notes on
Black Movies" in Black Films and Filmmakers states that
"black-macho movies" of the period depicted Africans women
as "...girls to [sexually] count on in a time of trouble."^’
The African male protagonists of these "black-macho
movies" were male versions of the female buck. They, too,
were portrayed as "gun-toting" sex savages. Some examples
of these "black-macho movies" which depicted Africans women
as social props through seductress/sex object character
types include Rios Conchos (1964) and 100 Rifles (1968),
starring Jim Brown; Cotton Comes to Harlem (1970), starring
Raymond St. Jacques; Shaft (1971) and Shaft's Big Score
(1972), starring Richard Roundtree.
The social prop in the form of the seductress/sex object
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character type continued in the 1980s and the nineties.
Examples of the social prop in the form of the
seductress/sex object, have also been discussed under
"Seductress/Sex objects."
Summary of Social Props
Many of the films mentioned in the section include the
social prop portraiture as a blend of the seductress/sex
object because these characters serve as foils to the
Africans male buck character types. In films featuring
these characters, Africans women are marginal to the
storyline, and reduced to the level of social props in the
movie. They simply serve as a symbol of the male
protagonist's social status.
Cinematic Character Types of Afrlcana Women
by Afrlcana Filmmakers
Thomas Cripps has defined Africans films as those in
which Africans people are indirectly or directly involved as
writers, directors, producers, performers; "that speak to
[Africans] audiences or, incidentally, to white
audiences."^* James Murray added that the three goals of
Africans cinema are: "correction of white distortions, the
reflections of [an Africans] reality, and as [a
propagandizing tool] the creation of a positive [Africans]
image. Although these may be the goals of Africans
cinema, the question is whether these goals are met among
Africans filmmakers.
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Historically, there have been three major periods in
Africans film. For example, the 1920s resulted in the first
major surge of Africans films in America created by such
filmmakers as Oscar Micheaux, Eloise Gist, and George and
Noble Johnson. Of the four, Micheaux was the most
successful, producing "two dozen movies in Chicago, New
York, and New Jersey"^ over a period of twenty-five years.
Micheaux avoided the mammy/seirvitor roles which were
popular during the period, and instead he maintained and
reinforced the tragic mulatto character type. A blend of
the tragic mulatto and the seductress/sex object character
types was portrayed by "one of Micheaux's favorite leading
ladies, the fair-skinned Ethel Moses.
The second influx of Africans films in American occurred
in the 1970s with the introduction of major productions
involving cinematic artists such as Melvin Van Peebles, Bill
Gunn, Ossie Davis, and Gordon Parks Sr. and Jr. Van Peebles
became the first Africans filmmaker in America to direct a
feature film in 1971 with the release of Sweet Sweetback's
Baadassss Song. Van Peebles wrote, produced, directed,
and starred in this film whose hero was a buck or
"professional stud."^^
Incidentally, the film placed Africans female characters
mainly in the roles of sex objects. For example, as Leab
reported, the buck used his sexual prowess to persuade an
Africans woman to free him from his handcuffs after being
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arrested. He then raped an Africana woman at knife-point to
evade the police who had closed-in on him.
When the police arrived at the spot where the rape had
occurred, they failed to identify the suspect and dismissed
the scene as a couple making love.'*^ The implication here
is that even when Africana women struggle against rape, they
want sex. Hence, the trend of presenting Africana women as
sex objects maintained even in the films of Africana
filmmakers. Van Peebles also presented the tragic mulatto
character type in The Watermelon Man. However, this time
the tragic mulatto image was portrayed by a male instead of
a female.
The third period of influx in Africana films began in
the late 1980s, and is currently in effect. It began back
in 1986 when Spike Lee received national acclaim for She's
Gotta Have It, a film which featured an Africana woman as
the protagonist within a sexual theme. The film received
criticism from Africana feminists such as Bell Hooks and
Michele Wallace because it appeared to continue to sexually
stereotype Africana women, similar to films of the past.
Wallace described Nola, the main character, as "a
[Africana] woman who couldn't get enough of the old phallus,
and who therefore had to be raped. Like Micheaux and Van
Peebles, Lee showcased the Africana woman as a sex object.
In addition, Lee used the tragic mulatto character type
in his films. For example. School Daze and Jungle Fever
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through its female characters addressed the skin color
conflict in the Africans community in America.
The seductress/sex object and the tragic mulatto seemed
to be the most consistent character types throughout the
generations of Africans filmmakers. Micheaux, Van Peebles,
and Lee, major filmmakers of their respective era, all seem
to have shunned the mammy/servitor and exotic/female buck
character types in their films. On the contrary, they seem
to have embraced the tragic mulatto and the seductress/sex
object.
Unfortunately, there has been no major film period
which has decreased the tragic mulatto and seductress/sex
object character types, even in the films of Africans
filmmakers. These character types present a limited
image of Africans women.
Robin Givens, also typecast as a seductress/sex object
in several box-office hits such as A Rage in Harlem and
Boomerang, said that " [the] paucity of roles for Black
actresses-and Hollywood's limited vision of us as maids,
hookers, sidekicks and best friends makes it tremendously
difficult for [Africans actresses] to keep on keeping on."^
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Conclusion
The history of Africana actresses in film is limited to
select character types which have been constantly recycled
over the years. For example, Africana actresses were most
likely to portray the seductress/sex object and the tragic
mulatto in both Africana and European (or white) filmmakers.
Recently, the mammy/servitor character type reappeared in
both major Hollywood and made-for-television films.
Despite these stereotypes and caricatures, a few
Africana women actresses have managed to capture roles which
have fallen outside of the norm such as Cicely Tyson.
Cicely Tyson was one actress whose "characters were infused
with a keen intelligence and a burning personal sense of
integrity. She did not take herself lightly; neither did
the audience.
In Sounder (1972), Tyson portrayed a struggling mother
who tried to keep her sharecropping family together after
her husband was arrested for stealing food to feed the
family. In Autobiography of Miss Jane Pittman (1974) , she
represented the ex-slave who recounted her life from the
Civil War to the sixties. In Wilma (1977), she brought to
life the story of Wilma Rudolph, a successful track and
field Olympian.
In 1991, Tyson, no longer a regular cast Hollywood
actress, played a mammy/servitor in the European (or white)
film Fried Green Tomatoes. After serving as a role model
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for serious dramatic Africana actresses in the seventies,
Tyson's low point occurred in the eighties when she was
seldom cast in major Hollywood productions.
In addition, the paucity of roles which Africana
actresses have been assigned limited Tyson to certain
casting opportunities. As a working Hollywood actress, she
could only portray those roles which the industry offered.
After twenty years, Tyson would not qualify for the
seductress/sex object roles. In addition, her skin tone is
too dark for her to be cast as the tragic mulatto character
type. Hence, the mammy/servitor role would appear to be
Tyson's lone option for work as a Hollywood actress.
With the majority of the Africana and Caucasian
filmmakers of widespread success being male, one could
assume that the perpetuation of the stereotypical images of
Africana women may be in part due to this trend. Since the
beginning of film in America, portraitures of Africana women
in major motion films have been steeped in stereotypes
created by those other than Africana women.
Films by Africana women have lacked support for
widespread distribution in major theaters. Because of the
"double jeopardy" of race and gender, Africana female
filmmakers are rendered invisible, and thus ignored. A good
example of a filmmaker who experienced this dilemma during
the recent influx in Africana films is Julie Dash.
Dash created a movie which centered around Africana
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women in America. There were no mammy/servitors, sex
objects, female bucks or social props among her female
character types. This film presented new images of Africana
women, but it never reached the audiences of major theaters.
Other Africana female filmmakers with similar
experiences include Euzhan Palcy (creator of A Dry White
Season (1989), Mira Nair (creator of Mississippi Masala
(1992) , and Leslie Harris (creator of Just Another Girl on
the IRT (1993).
Until Africana women filmmakers are allowed major access
to widespread audiences in American theaters, Africana
actresses will continue to be restricted to selected
character types. Africana and Caucasian male filmmakers are
limited to certain definitions in their characterizations of
Africana women.
Reared in a culture which is based on notions of
Caucasian and male supremacy, the prism of racism and sexism
often shapes the female characters of many male filmmakers
in a way that would be different from those of Africana
women filmmakers.
Africana films are largely supported by Africana
people. Film companies set up expensive media campaigns to
market the movies in which they invest. One major argioment
against the films of Africana female filmmakers is that
their themes are not marketable. Julie Dash has stated in a
television interview that she was told that Daughters of the
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Dust was not what Africana audiences wanted to see on
screen.
Lee's films are largely supported by Africana people in
America. Thus, it is supported by major distributors which
are largely white and male, seeking to gain a large profit
from the cash generated by the masses of Africana people, as
well as the Caucasian people who anxiously await each
box-office smash.
The impact of white male distributors on Lee's female
characters should be null, but Lee has written extensively
in the film journals which accompany his movies about the
process of submitting a script and film footage for support
by major distributors once the deal has been sealed.
Throughout the cinematic process, the investors want
concrete evidence that the product they have financially
supported is progressing. Thus, the distributors exert some
influence over Lee's creativity.
Although it has been established that Lee fights for
total creative control over each project and stands his
ground on those issues that he feels are undebatable, the
bottom line is that the investors can cause changes or
modification in Lee's creative projects.
Since his first film was released in 1986, Lee has
established a following. As this study has shown, of the
sample set (between the ages of 18-20), 79% had previously
viewed the five films. This was a mere sampling of the
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Africana population.
The success of Lee's films indicates that he has some
influence over the American public, especially Africana
people. Not since Micheaux has an Africana filmmaker
garnered as much public and private support.
Lee's accomplishments must be studied to determine where
his female characters fit within the history of cinematic
character types of Africana women, not just according to
academe, but the general public as well. This is especially
so for the Africana population.
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This study utilized content analysis methodology and
survey research techniques. Content analysis is described
as "a method of studying and analyzing communication in a
systematic, objective, and quantitative manner for the
purpose of measuring variables."*
Survey research employs the use of a questionnaire to
investigate problems. Since this is a descriptive study in
the area of film, these two approaches to mass media
research were combined as a methodology for the study. The
study commenced November 16, 1992, and was completed
November 20, 1992. The methods are outlined below.
Site/Settina
The site for this study was Atlanta, Georgia which has
an estimated Africana population of approximately sixty
percent.^ Atlanta, a large metropolitan city, is located in
the Southeast portion of the United States.
One of the city's largest attractions is the Atlanta
University Center which consists of six predominantly
Africana schools: Clark Atlanta University, Spelman,
Morehouse, and Morris Brown Colleges, Morehouse School of
Medicine, and the Interdenominational Theological Center.
The setting for this study was one of the residence halls at
Clark Atlanta University (CAU). There are several
dormitories which contain central meeting rooms. These
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well-lighted rooms generally have comfortable seating, and a
television set for viewing. The setting and site were
chosen because of their geographical accessibility to the
researcher.
Subject Pool/Sample
The subject pool for the study consisted of
undergraduate and graduate students of Clark Atlanta
University, in attendance Fall Term 1992. The sample was
obtained from those members of the subject pool who
responded to flyers displayed throughout the campus of CAU.
Further the sample were willing and available to
attend an evening hour on-campus showing of five films
written by Spike Lee in the CAU residence hall. In
addition, members of the sample had to be willing to
complete the survey instrument after viewing at least one of
the Spike Lee films shown during the week-long study period.
Materials/Apparatus
The materials used in the study included five films of
Spike Lee on VHS tape which had been formatted for
television use. The films were She's Gotta Have It (84
min.). School Daze (1:14 min.), Do The Right Thing (1:20
min.). Mo' Better Blues (1: 29 min.), and Jungle Fever (1:31
min) .
In addition, a VCR was used with a standard television
set for viewing the films. Lastly, several copies of the
instrument and pencils were used to administer the
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instrument to the sample group.
Instrumentation
The instrument used in this study was the Survey of
Spike Lee's Films (DePriest 1992). It was devised by the
researcher to examine the attitudes of Clark Atlanta
University students towards five films by Spike Lee (See
Appendix A). It was pilot tested for face and content
validity among a group of students not included in the
study. Modifications were made as required.
The instrument consisted of forty-six close-ended
items. Certain items also contained an open-ended response
(ie. other/specify). The items were organized into two
sections: Demography and Theme, Characters and Overall film
rating. The instrument and these sections are described
below (See Appendix A).
Section A: Demography
The purpose of the demography section was to provide a
profile of the sample/survey respondents. The seventeen
items in this section are outlined below.
Item 1. Gender
The purpose of this close-ended item was to record the
survey respondent's gender. The two possible responses were
male and female.
Item 2. Age
The purpose of this close-ended item was for the
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survey respondent to record his/her age. There were four
possible responses which included under eighteen, eighteen
through twenty, twenty-one through twenty-three, and
twenty-four or older.
Item 3. Race
The purpose of this item was for the survey respondent
to record his/her racial identification based on terms with
which (s)he felt most comfortable. There were five
close-ended responses, and one open-ended response. The
responses included African American, Afro-American, Black,
Colored/Negro, Mixed Race, and other.
Item 4. Academic Status
The purpose of this item was for the suirvey respondent
to record his/her academic status. There were seven
close-ended items which included freshman, sophomore,
junior, senior, master's level, educational doctorate level,
and doctoral.
Item 5. Intended/Actual College Manor
The purpose of this item was for the survey respondent
to record his/her intended/actual college major. There were
five close-ended responses, and one open-ended response.
The responses included natural science, computer science,
social science, humanities, arts, and other (specify).
Item 6. Religious Affiliation
The purpose of this item was for the survey respondent
to record his/her religious affiliation or denomination.
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There were four close-ended responses, and one open-ended
response. The responses included no affiliation,
Catholic/Jewish, Baptist/Holiness, AME/AME Zion, and other.
Item 7. I Presently Live With
The purpose of this item was for the survey respondent
to record his/her parent/guardian information. There were
four close-ended responses, and one open-ended response.
The responses included both parents/stepparents, mother
only, father only, relative/guardian, and other.
Item 8. Number of Brothers
The purpose of this item was for the survey respondent
to record the number of his/her male sibling(s). There
were four close-ended responses which included none, one or
two, three or four, and five or more.
Item 9. N\imber of Sisters
The purpose of this item was for the survey respondent
to record the niimber of his/her female sibling (s). There
were four close-ended responses which included none, one or
two, three or four, and five or more.
Item 10. Before Coming to CAU I Lived in
The purpose of this item was for the survey respondent
to record a description of the area in which (s)he resided
prior to attending CAU. There were three close-ended
responses, and one open-ended response. The responses
included urban area/inner city, suburban area, rural area,
and other.
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Item 11. Family's General Emotional Characteristic
The purpose of this item was for the survey respondent
to record a description of his/her family's general
emotional character. There were five close-ended responses
which included very close, close, somewhat close, distant,
and very distant.
Item 12. Family Size
The purpose of this item was for the survey respondent
to record his/her family size. There were three close-ended
items which included small (two or three people, including
self), medium (four or five people, including self), and
large (six or more people, including self).
Item 13. Political Party Preference
The purpose of this item was for the survey respondent
to record his/her political party preference. There were
four close-ended responses, and one open-ended response.
The responses included undecided. Independent, Democrat,
Republican, and other.
Item 14. Political Perspective
The purpose of this item was for the survey respondent
to record his/her political perspective. There were five
close-ended responses, and one open-ended response. The
responses included no perspective, conservative, moderate,
liberal, feminist, and other.
Item 15. I Presently Live
The purpose of this item was for the survey respondent
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to record his/her present residence. There were two
close-ended dichotomous responses which included on campus
and off-campus.
Item 16. I Am Presently Active in the Following
The purpose of this item was for the survey respondent
to record his/her organizational affiliation. There were
five close-ended responses, and one open-ended response.
The responses included African American community-based,
integrated/European (Caucasian) community-based, church
organization(s)/activities, church attendance, school
organization(s)/activities, and other.
Item 17. Parents College Graduates
The purpose of this item was for the survey respondent
to record the college background of his/her parents. There
were four close-ended responses which included mother and
father, mother only, father only, and neither parent.
Scoring
The items in the section did not have a quantitative
value since they were qualitative in nature. However, the
results will provide a rich source of information regarding
the typical survey respondent through frequency analysis.
Section B: Theme, Characters and Overall Film Rating
The purpose of this section was to determine the
overall attitudes of survey respondents toward the themes,
characters, and overall films of Spike Lee. There were four
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close-ended Likert-type responses in this section. They
were: Strongly agree, agree, Strongly disagree, and
disagree for all items except 18 and 19. The items of this
section are detailed below.
Item 18. First Time Viewing Any of Spike Lee's Films
The purpose of this item is for the survey respondent
to record how many times (s)he has viewed Spike Lee's films.
There are two close-ended dichotomous responses which
included yes or no.
Item 19. First Viewing of This Lee Film
The purpose of this item was for the survey respondent
to record whether (s)he had previously viewed the
particular Spike Lee film {s)he responded to in the survey.
There were two dichotomous close-ended responses which
included yes or no.
Item 20. The Soike Lee Film I Just Viewed is Realistic in
its Portrayals of African American Life
The purpose of this item was for the survey respondent
to record his/her perception of Lee's portrayals of African
American life as realistic in the film (s)he had just
viewed.
Item 21. The Soike Lee Film I Just Viewed is Stereotypical
in its Portrayals of African American Life
The purpose of this item was for the survey respondent
to record his/her perception of Lee's portrayal of African
American life as stereotypical in the film (s)he had just
viewed.
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Item 22. I Can Relate to Lee's Women Characters
The purpose of this item was for the survey respondent
to record his/her response regarding the degree to which
(s)he could relate to Lee's women characters in the film
(s)he had just viewed.
Item 23. I Can Relate to the Themes in Lee's Film
The purpose of this item was for the survey respondent
to record his/her response regarding the degree to which
(s)he could relate to the theme of the film {s)he had just
viewed.
Item 24. The Theme of the Lee Film that I Just Viewed Could
Apply to Any Racially Ethnic Community
The purpose of this item was for the survey respondent
to record his/her perceptions of Lee's themes in the film
(s)he had just viewed as being applicable to other ethnic
groups in the film (s)he had just viewed.
Item 25. The Theme of the Lee Film that I Just Viewed
Primarily Centers Around Race Relations in America
The purpose of this item was for the survey respondent
to record his/her perception regarding the thematic
centering around race relations in the film (s)he had just
viewed.
Item 26. The Theme of the Lee Film that I Just Viewed
Primarily Revolves Around Sexual Issues in the African
American Community
The purpose of this item was for the survey respondent
to record his/her perception regarding the thematic
centering around sexual issues in the film (s)he had just
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viewed.
Item 27. The Leading Female Character(s) in the Film I Just
Viewed was a Sex Object
The purpose of this item was for the survey respondent
to record his/her perceptions regarding the portrayal of
sex objects in the film (s)he had just viewed.
Item 28. The Leading Female Character(s) in the Film I Just
Viewed was a Loud-Mouth
The purpose of this item was for the survey respondent
to record his/her perceptions regarding the portrayal of
Lee's female characters as loud-mouths in the film (s)he had
just viewed.
Item 29. The Leading Female Characterfs) in the Film I Just
Viewed was a Tragic Mulatto
The purpose of this item was for the survey respondent
to record his/her perception of Lee's portrayal of female
characters as tragic mulattos in the film (s)he had just
viewed.
Item 30. The Leading Female Character(s) was a Social Prop
The purpose of this item was for the survey respondent
to record his/her perception of Lee's portrayal of female
characters as social props in the film (s)he had just
viewed.
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Item 31. Overall, the Female Characters in the Film I Just
Viewed Were Central to the Storyline
The purpose of this item was for the survey respondent
to record his/her overall perception of Lee's portrayal of
female characters as central to the storyline in the film
(s)he had just viewed.
Item 32. Overall, the Female Characters in the Film I Just
Viewed Were Marginal to the Storyline
The purpose of this item was for the survey respondent
to record his/her overall perception of Lee's portrayal of
female characters as marginal to the storyline in the film
(s)he had just viewed.
Item 33. Overall. Compared to the Men, the Women in the
Film I Just Viewed Did Not Have Different Personalities/
Character Types
The purpose of this item was for the survey respondent
to record his/her overall perception of Lee's portrayal of
female characters as being presented in different
personalities/character types in the film (s)he had just
viewed.
Item 34. Overall. Compared to the Men, the Women in the
Film I Just Viewed Did Have Different Personalities/
Character Types
The purpose of this item was for the survey respondent
to record his/her overall perceptions of Lee's portrayal of
female characters as not being presented in different
personalities/character types in the film {s)he had just
viewed.
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Item 35. Overall. Compared to the Women, the Men in the
Movie I Just Viewed Were Presented in Different
Personalities/Character Types
The purpose of this item was for the survey respondent
to record his/her overall perception of Lee's portrayal of
male character as being presented in different
personalities/ character types in the film (s)he had just
viewed.
Item 36. Overall. Compared to the Women, the Men in the
Film that I Just Viewed Were Not Presented in Different
Personalities/Character Types
The purpose of this item was for the survey respondent
to record his/her overall perception of Lee's portrayal of
male characters as not being presented in different
personalities/character types in the film (s)he had just
viewed.
Item 37. Overall, the Female Characters in the Film I Just
Viewed Were Dependent on the Males
The purpose of this item was for the survey respondent
to record his/her overall perception of Lee's portrayal of
female characters as dependent upon males in the film (s)he
had just viewed.
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Item 38. Overall the Female Characters in the Film I Just
Viewed Were Independent
The purpose of this item was for the survey respondent
to record his/her overall perception of Lee's portrayal of
female characters as independent in the film (s)he had just
viewed.
Item 39. Overall, the Female Characters in the Film I Just
Viewed Were Submissive to the Males
The purpose of this item was for the survey respondent
to record his/her overall perception of Lee's portrayal of
female characters as submissive to the males in the film
(s)he had just viewed.
Item 40. Overall, the Female Characters in the Film I Just
Viewed were Verbally Aggressive
The purpose of this item was for the survey respondent
to record his/her overall perception of Lee's portrayal of
female characters as verbally aggressive in the film (s)he
had just viewed.
Item 41. Overall, the Female Characters Were Stereotypical
The purpose of this item was for the survey respondent
to record his/her overall perceptions of Lee's portrayal of
female characters as unrealistic in the film (s)he had just
viewed.
Item 42. Overall, the Female Characters in the Film I Just
Viewed Were Portrayed Realistically
The purpose of this item was for the survey respondent
to record his/her overall perceptions of Lee's portrayal of
female characters as realistic in the film (s)he had just
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viewed.
Item 43. Overall the Female Characters Were Portrayed
Unrealistically
The purpose of this item was for the survey respondent
to record his/her overall perceptions of Lee's portrayal of
female characters as unrealistic in the film (s)he had just
viewed.
Item 44. Overall, the Female Characters in the Film I Just
Viewed Were Portrayed Negatively
The purpose of this item was for the survey respondent
to record his/her overall perceptions of Lee's portrayal of





The research consisted of three study periods:
pre-research or planning period, research or implementation
period, and post-research periods. These periods are
detailed below along with the procedures used in the study.
Pre-Research (Planning Period)
Procedure 1. The researcher sent a letter to the
director of the residence hall to gain approval from the CAU
director to use the residence hall as a study site. The five
films were displayed in the television room of the study
hall to CAU students (See Appendix B).
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Procedure 2. The researcher located the five films of
Spike Lee on VHS for later viewing by the audience/survey
respondents after receiving verbal approval from the CAU
director to use the residence hall as the study site.
Procedure 3. The researcher advertised the movie
viewing by placing fliers (relative to time and place) in
several visible bulletin areas across the campus, including
the residence hall where the viewing of the films were to
occur.
Procedure 4. The researcher checked the setting to
ensure the availability of a properly working standard
television set, appropriate and properly working electrical
outlets, and comfortable seating.
Procedure 5. The researcher secured copies of the
questionnaire to distribute to the subject pool.
Procedure 6. The researcher requisitioned a VCR from
the campus educational media facility and reported to the
CAU residence hall.
Procedure 7. The researcher installed the VCR and
checked the equipment to ensure quality picture and sound
for the film viewing by the subject pool.
Research/Implementation Period
* Procedure 8. The potential survey respondents (ie.
audience/subject pool) reported to the setting.
Procedure 9. The researcher explained the purpose of
the study to the audience. She requested that they view the
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film, and complete the survey after the viewing. She
answered questions as they were posed by the subject pool.
Procedure 10. The subject pool viewed the film.
Procedure 11. After the film viewing, those members
of the subject pool who agreed to participate in the survey
received a copy of the instrument and a pencil from the
researcher. Those who did not wish to participate in the
study were instructed to leave the room to ensure quiet for
the sample/survey respondents.
Procedure 12. The researcher explained the nature of
the survey. Questions regarding survey completion posed by
the survey respondents were answered by the researcher.
Procedure 13. The survey respondents completed the
instrximent.
Procedure 14. The surveys were collected by the
researcher as they were completed by the survey respondents.
Procedure 15. As survey respondents left the
residence hall, they were individually thanked for their
cooperation by the researcher.
Procedure 16. Procedures 7-14 were replicated until




Procedure 17. All the surveys were completed and the
study was then terminated.
Data Collection
Procedure 18. All data were collected.
Data Analysis
The data was analyzed using Frequency Analysis and
Measures of Central Tendency.
Hxaman Subjects Contract
A specific contract was not signed by the survey
respondents, but the instrument contained a statement which
secured their individual rights to privacy. It informed
them that their identity would be held in strict confidence
in any materials emanating from this study.
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A major purpose of this study was to examine and
report the overall attitudes of CAU students toward the
Africana 67 characters of Spike Lee's films. This goal was
achieved through the use of the Survey of Spike Lee's Films
(DePriest 1992), an instrument devised and administered by
the researcher. The survey consisted of two sections:
Demography and Theme, Character and Overall Film Rating.
The results are detailed below.
Section A: Demography
This section included seventeen items. Results are
described below.
Gender
As shown in Table 4.0, of 101 survey respondents 62
(or 62%) reported female and 39 (or 39%) male. Therefore,
the average survey respondent reported his/her gender was
female.
Age
As shown in Table 4.0, of 101 survey respondents 85
(or 85%) reported between 18-20, 12 (or 12%) reported under
18, two (or 2%) reported 24+, and two (or 2%) did not
respond to this item. Therefore, the average survey
respondent reported being between 18-20 years of age.
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Table 4.0 Selected Characteristics of Survey
Respondents in Numbers and Percents (N=101)
Gender # % Age # %
Female 62 62 18-20 85 85




Total 101 *101 Total 101 *101
Race Academic Status
African Freshman 90 90
American 44 44 Sophomore 11 11
Black 31 31
Afro American 6 6
Mixed Race 4 4
Colored/Negro 2 2
Other 10 10
No response 4 4
Total 101 *101 Total 101 *101






School AME Zion 14 14
Organ!zations
34 34 Catholic/
Church Jewish 7 7
Organizations 3 3 No
Church Affiliation 23 23
Attendance 3 3 Other 18 18
Other 3 3 No response 3 3
No response 30 30
Total 101 *101 Total 101 *101
*Note: Numbers may not equal 100% due to rounding.
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Race
As shown in Table 4.0, of 101 survey respondents 44 (or
44%) reported African American, 31 (or 31%) reported Black,
six (or 6%) reported Afro American, four (or 4%) reported
Mixed Race, two (or 2%) reported Colored/Negro, 10 (or 10%)
reported Other, and four (or 4%) did not respond to this item.
Therefore, the average survey respondent reported hi/her race
was African American.
Academic Status
As shown in Table 4.0, of 101 survey respondents 90 (or
90%) reported freshmen and 11 (or 11%) reported sophomores.
Therefore, the average survey respondent reported his/her
academic status was freshmen.
Intended/Actual College Manor
Of 101 survey respondents, 15 (or 15%) reported his/her
major as natural science 15 (or 15%) reported social science,
15 (or 15%) reported business, 13 (or 13%) reported the arts,
six (or 6%) reported marketing, seven (or 7%) reported
accounting, seven (or 7%) reported education, seven (or 7%)
reported engineering, four (or 4%) reported mass
communications, three (or 3%) reported criminal justice, two
(or 2%) reported htimanities, two (or 2%) reported
broadcast/television, and five (or 5%) reported other/no
response. Therefore, the average survey respondent reported
his/her intended/actual college major as equally likely to be
the natural sciences, the social sciences, and/or business.
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Religious Affiliation
As shown in Table 4.0, of 101 survey respondent 36 (or
3 6%) reported Baptist/ Holiness, 14 (or 14%) reported AME
Zion, seven percent reported Catholic/Jewish, 18 (or 18%)
reported "Other," 23 (or 23%) reported No Affiliation, and
three percent did not respond to this item. Therefore, the
average survey respondent reported his/her religious
affiliation as Baptist/Holiness.
I Presently Live With
As show in Table 4.1 under Family Structure, of lOl
survey respondents 39 (or 39%) reported that they lived with
both parents/stepparents, 33 (or 33%) reported that they lived
with their mother only, 13 (or 13%) reported that they lived
with neither parent, 10 (or 10%) reported that they lived with
a relative/guardian, three (or 3%) reported that they lived
with their father only, and three (or 3%) did not respond to
this item. Therefore, the average survey respondent was
equally likely to report living with either both
parents/stepparents or mother only.
Numbers of Brothers
Of 101 survey respondents, 60 (or 60%) reported having
between 1-2 brothers, six (or 6%) reported having between 3-4
brothers, five (or 5%) reported having five or more brothers,
29 (or 29%) reported none, and one (or 1%) did not respond to
this item. Therefore, the average survey respondent reported
having between 1-2 brothers.
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Number of Sisters
Of the 101 survey respondents, 52 (or 52%) reported
having between 1-2 sisters, 12 (or 12%) reported having
between 3-4, 36 (or 36%) reported none, and one (or 1%) did
not respond to this item. Therefore, the average survey
respondent reported having between 1-2 sisters.
Before Coming to CAU. I Lived in
As shown in Table 4.1, of 101 survey respondents 62 (or
62%) reported living in an urban/inner city area before coming
to CAU, 30 (or 30%) reported living in a suburban area before
coming to CAU, seven (or 7%) reported living in a rural area
before coming to CAU, and two (or 2%) did not respond to this
item. Therefore, the average survey respondent reported
living in an urban/inner city setting prior to enrollment at
CAU.
Family's General Emotional Characteristic
As shown in Table 4.1, of 101 survey respondents 41 (or
41%) reported their family's general emotional characteristic
was close, 34 (or 34%) reported very close, 20 (or 20%)
reported somewhat close, and six (or 6%) reported distant.
Therefore, the average survey respondent reported his/her
family's general emotional characteristic was close.
Family Size
As shown in Table 4.1, of 101 survey respondents 48 (or
48%) reported having a mediiom family-size, 28 (or 28%)
reported large and 25 (or 25%) reported small. Therefore,
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Table 4.1 Selected Characteristics of Survey
Respondent in Numbers and Percents (N=101)
Political Partv Political Perspective
# % # *0
Democrat 63 63 Liberal 28 28
Independent 18 18 Moderate 26 26
Undecided 17 17 Conservative
No
9 9
Other 3 3 Perspective 28 28
Other 4 4
No response 6 6
Total 101 *101 Total 101 *101
Familv Size Familv Structure
Small 25 25 Both Parents/
Medium 48 48 Stepparents 35 35







No response 2 2
Total 101 *101 Total 101 *101
Familv's General Emotional Familv's Residential
Characteristic Settina
Very Close 34 34 Urban/Inner
Close 41 41 City 62 62
Somewhat Suburban 30 30
Close 20 20 Rural 7 7
Distant 6 6 No response 2 2
Total 101 *101 Total 101 *101
Parents Colleae Backaround Current Residence
Both Parents 30 30 On Campus 77 77
Mother Only 12 12 Off Campus 23 23
Father Only 16 16 No response 1 1
Neither Parent 43 43
Total 101 *101 Total 101 *101
♦Note: Nioitibers may not equal 100% due to rounding
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the average survey respondent reported his/her family size as
medium.
Political Party Preference
As shown in Table 4.1, of 101 survey respondents 63 (or
63%) reported their political party preference was Democrat,
18 (or 18%) reported Independent, 17 (or 17%) reported
undecided, and three (or 3%) reported "Other.” Therefore, the
average survey respondent reported his/her political party
preference was Democrat.
Political Perspectives
As shown in Table 4.1, of 101 survey respondents 28 (or
28%) reported their political perspectives were liberal, 26
(or 26%) reported moderate, nine percent reported
conservative, 28 (or 28%) reported no political perspective,
(or 4%) reported "other," and six (or 6%) reported did not
respond to this item. Therefore, the average survey
respondent reported his/her political perspective as equally
likely to be liberal or to have no political perspective.
I Presently Live
As shown in Table 4.1, of 101 survey respondents 77 (or
77%) reported that (s)he lived on campus, 23 (or 23%) reported
off campus, and one (or 1%) did not respond to this item.
Therefore, the average survey respondent reported that (s)he
presently lived on the campus of (3AU.
I am Presently Active in the Following
As shown in Table 4.0, of 101 survey respondents 34 (or
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34%) reported presently being active in CAU organizations, 28
(or 28%) reported African American community-based
organizations, three (or 3%) reported church organizations,
three (or 3%) reported church attendance, three (or 3%)
reported other, and 30 (or 30%) did not respond to this item.
Therefore, the average survey respondent reported being active
in CAU organizations.
Parent's College Graduates
As shovm in Table 4.1, of 101 survey respondents 43 (or
43%) reported that neither parent attended college, 30 (or
30%) reported both parents/stepparents, 16 (or 16%) reported
father only, and 12 (or 12%) reported mother only. Therefore,
the average survey respondent reported that (s)he was a first
generation college attendant.
Demographic Summary
The typical survey respondent was an African American
female of freshmen academic status at Clark Atlanta
University. She was a first generation college attendant
between the ages of 18-20, and she resided on campus in an
all-female dormitory. Most likely, she was involved in some
campus organization, and her major was equally likely to be in
the sciences, humanities or the arts.
Of Baptist/Holiness religious affiliation, she hailed
from urban (inner city) America where she grew up in a
medium-sized family (four-five people, including self). Her
family structure consisted of either both parents or her
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mother only, and she had between one and two brothers and
sisters. When asked about her family's relationship, she
described it as close.
Now, away from home and on her own, her political
awareness was in transition. Thus, her political perspective
was equally likely to range between liberal and moderate.
Section B: Theme, Characters, and Overall Film Rating
This section included 27 items which are described
below.
First Time Viewing Any of Spike Lee's Films
As shown in Table 4.2, of 101 survey respondents 100 (or
100%) reported no this was not the first time viewing any of
Lee's films, and one (or 1%) reported yes. Therefore, the
average survey respondent reported no this was not the first
time (s)he viewed any of Spike Lee's film.
First Viewing of This Spike Lee Film
As shown in Table 4.2, of 101 survey respondents 79 (or
79%) reported no and 22 (or 22%) reported yes. Therefore, the
average survey respondent reported no this was no the first
viewing of this Spike Lee film shown.
The Spike Lee Film I Just Viewed is Realistic in its Portrayal
of African American Life
As shown in Table 4.2, of 101 survey respondents 88 (or
88%) reported they strongly agreed/agreed the Spike Lee film
just viewed was realistic in its portrayal of African American
life, 13 (or 13%) reported that they strongly
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Table 4,2 Selected Survey Responses on Familiarity
and Overall Rating of Spike Lee's Films
in Numbers and Percents (N=l01)
First Viewina of Lee's Films First Viewina of This Lee
Film
# % # %
No 100 100 No 79 79
Yes 1 1 Yes 22 22
Total 101 *101 Total 101 *101
Realistic Portravals Stereotvoical
Portravals
Strongly disagree Strongly disagree
2 2 9 9
Disagree 11 11 Disagree 52 52





Total 101 *101 Total 101 *101
I Can Relate to the Themes The Theme Can AddIv to anv
Raciallv Ethnic Communitv
Strongly disagree Strongly disagree
2 2 9 9
Disagree 7 7 Disagree 32 32





No response 1 1 No response 1 1
Total 101 *101 Total 101 *101
Theme Revolves Around Race Theme Revolves Around
Relations Sexual Issues
Strongly Disagree Strongly Disagree
4 4 13 13
Disagree 30 30 Disagree 35 35





No response 1 1 No response 1 1
Total 101 *101 Total 101 *101
♦Note; Numbers may not equal 100% due to rounding.
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disagree/disagreed. Therefore, the average survey
respondent reported they strongly agreed/agreed that the Spike
Lee film just viewed presented realistic portrayals of African
American life.
The Spike Lee Film I Just Viewed is Stereotypical in its
Portrayal of African American Life
As shown in Table 4.2, of 101 survey respondents 61 (or
61%) reported they strongly disagreed/disagreed the Spike Lee
film just viewed was stereotypical in its portrayal of African
American life, and 40 (or 40%) reported they strongly
agreed/agreed. Therefore, the average survey respondent
reported they strongly disagreed/disagreed that Lee presented
stereotypical portrayals of African American life.
I Can Relate to Spike Lee's Women Characters
As shown in Table 4.3, of 101 survey respondents 68 (or
68%) reported they strongly agreed/agreed that (s)he can
relate to Lee's women characters, 32 (or 32%) reported (s)he
strongly disagreed/disagreed, and one (or 1%) did not respond
to this item. Therefore, the average survey respondent
reported that (s)he can relate to Lee's women characters.
I Can Relate to the Themes in Soike Lee's Films
As shown in Table 4.2, of 101 survey respondents 91 (or
91%) reported (s)he can relate to the themes in Spike Lee's
films, nine percent (or 9%) reported {s)he strongly
disagreed/disagreed, and one percent (or 1%) did not respond
to this item. Therefore, the average survey respondent
reported (s)he can relate to the themes in Spike Lee's films.
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The Theme of the Spike Lee Film that I Just Viewed Could Apply
to Any Racially Ethnic Community
As shown in Table 4.2, of 101 survey respondents 59 (or
59%) reported (s)he strongly agreed/agreed that the theme of
the Spike Lee film just viewed could apply to any racially
ethnic community, 41 (or 41%) reported (s)he strongly
disagreed/disagreed, and one (or 1%) did not respond to this
item. Therefore, the average survey respondent reported that
the theme of the Spike Lee film (s)he had just viewed could
apply to any racially ethnic community.
The theme of the Spike Lee Film that I Just Viewed Primarily
Centers Around Race Relations in America
As shown in Table 4.2, of 101 survey respondents 66 (or
66%) reported (s)he strongly agreed/agreed that the theme of
the Spike Lee film (s)he just viewed primarily centers around
race relations in America, 34 (or 34%) reported (s)he
disagreed/disagreed, and one (or 1%) did not respond to this
item. Therefore, the average survey respondent reported that
(s)he strongly agree/agreed that the theme in the Spike Lee
film (s)he had just viewed centers around race relations in
America.
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Table 4.3 Selected Survey Responses on
Spike Lee's Overall Female Characters
in Numbers and Percents (N=101)
I Can Relate to Lee's Leadina Female Character(s)
Female Characters Was a Sex Obiect
# % # %
Strongly Disagree Strongly Disagree
11 11 8 8
Disagree 21 21 Disagree 38 38
Agree 36 36 Agree 26 26
Strongly Agree 32 32 Strongly Agree 28 28
No response 1 1 No response 1 1
Total 101 *101 Total 101 *101
Leadina Female Character(s) Leadina Female Character(s)
Was a Loud-Mouth Was a Traaic Mulatto
Strongly Disagree Strongly Disagree
20 20 19 19
Disagree 53 53 Disagree 45 45
Agree 15 15 Agree 14 14
Strongly Agree 11 11 Strongly Agree 20 20
No response 2 2 No response 3 3
Total 101 *101 Total 101 *101
Leadina Female Character(s) Overall Female Characters
Was a Social ProD Were Central to the Storv
Strongly Disagree Strongly Disagree
4 4 2 2
Disagree 39 39 Disagree 19 19
Agree 35 35 Agree 51 51
Strongly Agree 18 18 Strongly Agree 28 28
No response 5 5 No response 1 1
Total 101 *101 Total 101 *101
Note: Niimbers may not equal 100% due to rounding.
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The Theme of the Spike Lee Film that I Just Viewed Primarily
Revolves Around Sexual Issues in the African American
Community
As shown in Table 4.2, of 101 survey respondents 52 (or
52%) reported (s)he strongly agreed/agreed that the theme of
the Spike Lee film (s)he just viewed primarily revolves
around sexual issues in the African American community, 48 (or
48%) reported (s)he strongly disagreed/disagreed, and one (or
1%) did not respond to this item. Therefore, the average
survey respondent reported that (s)he strongly agreed/agreed
that the theme in the Spike Lee film (s)he had just viewed
primarily revolves around sexual issues in the African
American community.
The Leading Female Character(s) in the Film I Just
Viewed was a Sex Objects
As shown in Table 4.3, of 101 survey respondents 54 (or
54%) reported (s)he strongly agreed/agreed that the leading
female character(s) in the film (s)he had just viewed was sex
objects, 46 (or 46%) reported strongly disagreed/disagreed,
and one (or 1%) did not respond to this item.
Therefore, the average survey respondent reported (s)he
strongly agreed/agreed that Lee's female characters was sex
objects.
The Leading Female Character (s) in the Film I Just Viewed was
a Loud-Mouth
As shown in Table 4.3, of 101 survey respondents 73 (or
73%) reported (s)he strongly disagreed/disagreed that the
leading female character(s) in the film (s)he had just viewed
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was a loud-mouth, 26 (or 26%) reported strongly agreed/agreed,
and two (or 2%) did not respond to this item. Therefore, the
average survey respondent reported that (s)he strongly
disagreed/disagreed that the leading female character(s) in
the film (s)he just viewed was a loud-mouth.
The Leading Female Character (s) in the Film I Just Viewed was
a Tragic Mulatto
As shown in Table 4.3, of 101 survey respondents 64 (or
64%) reported (s)he strongly disagreed/disagreed that the
leading female character(s) in the film (s)he had just viewed
was a tragic mulatto, 34 (or 34%) reported (s)he strongly
agreed/agreed, and three (3%) did not respond to this item.
Therefore, the average survey respondent reported that (s)he
strongly disagreed/disagreed that the leading female
character(s) in the film (s)he had just viewed was a tragic
mulatto.
The Leading Female Character(s) was a Social Prop
As shown in Table 4.3, of 101 survey respondents 53 (or
53%) reported (s)he strongly agreed/agreed, 43 (or 43%)
reported (s)he strongly disagreed/disagreed, five (or 5%) did
not respond to this item. Therefore, the average survey
respondent reported (s)he strongly agreed/agreed that the
leading female character(s) was a social prop.
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Overall. the Female Characters in the Spike Lee Film I Just
Viewed Were Central to the Storyline
As shown in Table 4.3, of 101 survey respondents 79 (or
79%) reported (s)he strongly agreed/agreed that overall, the
female characters in the Spike Lee (s)he had just viewed were
central to the storyline, 21 (or 21%) reported (s)he strongly
disagreed/disagreed, and one (or 1%) did not respond to this
item. Therefore, the average survey respondent reported that
(s)he strongly agreed/agreed that female characters in the
film (s)he had just viewed were central to the storyline.
Overall, the Female Character(s) in the Spike Lee Film I Just
Viewed Were Marginal to the Storyline
As shown in Table 4.4, of 101 survey respondents 50 (or
50%) reported (s)he strongly disagreed/disagreed that the
female characters in the Spike Lee film (s)he had just viewed
were marginal to the storyline, 50 (or 50%) reported (s)he
strongly agreed/agreed, and one (1%) did not respond to this
item. Therefore, the survey respondent reported that (s)he
was equally likely to agree/disagree that the female
characters in the film (s)he had just viewed were marginal to
the storyline.
Overall. Compared to the Men, the Women in the Spike Lee Movie
I Just Viewed Did Not Have Different Personalities/ Character
Types
Of 101 survey respondents, 77 (or 77%) reported (s)he
strongly disagreed/disagreed that overall, compared to the
men, the women in the Spike Lee movie (s)he had just viewed
did not have different personalities/character types, 22 (or
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22%) reported (s)he strongly agreed/agreed, and two (or 2%)
did not respond to this item. Therefore, the average survey
respondent reported that she strongly disagreed/disagreed that
overall, compared to the men, the women in the film (s)he had
just viewed did not have different personalities/character
types.
Overall. Compared to the Men, the Women in the Spike Lee Movie
I Just Viewed Did Have Different Personalities/ Character
Types
Of 101 survey respondents, 85 (or 85%) reported (s)he
strongly agreed/agreed that overall, compared to the men, the
women in the Spike Lee movie (s)he had just viewed did have
different personalities/character types, 11 (or 11%) reported
(s)he strongly disagreed/disagreed, and five (5%) did not
respond to this item. Therefore, the respondent reported that
(s)he strongly agreed/agreed that overall, compared to the
men, the women in the film (s)he had just viewed did have
different personalities and character types.
Overall. Compared to the Women, the Men in the Spike Lee Movie
I Just Viewed Were Presented in Different
Personalities/Character Types
Of 101 survey respondents, 87 (or 87%) reported (s)he
strongly agreed/agreed that overall, compared to the women,
the men in the movie (s)he had just viewed were presented in
different personalities/character types, 12 (or 12%) reported
(s)he strongly disagreed/disagreed, and two (2%) did not
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Table 4.4 Selected Responses on
Spike Lee's Overall Female Characters
in Numbers and Percents (N=1Q1)
Overall Female Characters Overall Female Characters
Were Marainal to the Storv Deoendent on the Males
# % # %
Strongly Disagree Strongly Disagree
7 7 17 17
Disagree 43 43 Disagree 44 44
Agree 44 44 Agree 28 28
Strongly Agree Strongly Agree
6 6 7 7
No response 1 1 No response 5 5
Total 101 *101 Total 101 *101
Overall Female Characters Overall Female Characters
Were Indeoendent Submissive to the Males
Strongly Disagree Strongly Disagree
4 4 12 12
Disagree 29 29 Disagree 30 30
Agree 52 52 Agree 39 39
Strongly Agree Strongly Agree
14 14 12 12
No response 2 2 No response 8 8
Total 101 *101 Total 101 *101
Overall Female Characters Overall Female Characters
Were Verballv Aaaressive Were Stereotvoical
Strongly Disagree Strongly Disagree
4 4 9 9
Disagree 33 33 Disagree 41 41
Agree 38 38 Agree 35 35
Strongly Agree Strongly Agree
23 23 14 14
No response 3 3 No response 2 2
Total 101 *101 Total 101 *101
Note: Numbers may not equal 100% due to rounding.
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respond to this item. Therefore, the average survey
respondent reported that (s)he strongly agreed/agreed that
overall, compared to the women, the men in the film (s)he
had just viewed were presented in different personalities/
character types.
Overall. Compared to the women, the Men in the Soike Lee Movie
I Just Viewed Were Not Presented in Different
Personalities/Character Types
Of the 101 survey respondents, 67 (or 67%) reported (s)he
strongly disagreed/disagreed that overall, compared to the
women, the men in the movie (s)he had just viewed were not
presented in different personalities/character types, 32 (or
32%) reported (s)he strongly agreed/agreed, and two (2%) did
not respond to this item. Therefore, the average survey
respondent reported that (s)he strongly disagreed/disagreed
that compared to the women, the men in the film (s)he had just
viewed were not presented in different personalities/character
types.
Overall, the Female Characters in the Spike Lee Film I Just
Viewed Were Dependent on the Males
As shown in Table 4.4, of 101 survey respondents 61 (or
61%) reported (s)he strongly disagreed/disagreed that overall,
the female characters in the film (s)he had just viewed were
dependent on the males in the movie, 35 (or 35%) reported
(s)he strongly agreed/agreed, and five (or 5%) did not respond
to this item. Therefore, the average survey respondent
reported that (s)he strongly disagreed/disagreed that the
female characters in the film (s)he had just viewed were not
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dependent on the male characters.
Overall. the Female Characters in the Spike Lee Film I Just
Viewed Were Independent
As shown in Table 4.4, of 101 survey respondents 66 (or
66%) reported (s)he strongly agreed/agreed that overall, the
female characters in the film (s)he had just viewed were
independent, 33 (or 33%) reported (s)he strongly
disagreed/disagreed, and two (or 2%) did not respond to this
item. Therefore, the respondent reported that (s)he strongly
agreed/agreed that the female characters in the film (s)he had
just viewed were independent.
Overall. the Female Characters in the Spike Lee Film I Just
Viewed Were Submissive to the Males
As shown in Table 4.4, of 101 survey respondents 51 (or
51%) reported (s)he strongly agreed/agreed that overall, the
female characters in the film (s)he had just viewed were
submissive to the males, 42 (or 42%) reported (s)he strongly
disagreed/disagreed, and eight (or 8%) did not respond to
this item. Therefore, the average survey respondent
reported that (s)he strongly agreed/agreed that the female
characters in the film (s)he had just viewed were
submissive.
Overall, the Female Characters in the Spike Lee Film I Just
Viewed Were Verbally Aggressive
As shown in Table 4.4, of 101 survey respondents 61 (or
61%) reported (s)he strongly agreed/agreed that overall, the
female characters in the film (s)he had just viewed were
verbally aggressive, 37 (or 37%) reported (s)he strongly
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disagreed/disagreed, and three (or 3%) reported no response.
Therefore, the average survey respondent reported that {s)he
strongly agreed/agreed that the female characters in the film
(s)he had just viewed were verbally aggressive.
Overall. the Female Characters Were Stereotypical
As shown in Table 4.4, of 101 survey respondents 50 (or
50%) reported (s)he strongly disagreed/disagreed that overall
the female characters in the film (s)he had just viewed were
stereotypical, 49 (or 49%) reported (s)he strongly
agreed/agreed, and two (or 2%) did not respond to this item.
Therefore, survey respondent reported that (s)he was equally
likely to agree/disagree that the female characters in the
film (s)he had just viewed were stereotypical.
Overall, the Female Characters in the Spike Lee Film I Just
Viewed Were Portrayed Realistically
As shown in Table 4.4, of 101 survey respondents 82 (or
82%) reported (s)he strongly agreed/agreed that overall, the
female characters in the film (s)he had just viewed were
portrayed realistically, 14 (or 14%) reported (s)he strongly
disagreed/disagreed, and five (or 5%) did not respond to this
item. Therefore, the respondent reported that (s)he strongly
agreed/agreed that the female characters in the film (s)he had
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Table 4.4--Continued
Overall Female Characters were Realistically Portrayed
# %
Strongly Disagree 4 4
Disagree 10 10
Agree 56 56
Strongly Agree 26 26
No response 5 5
Total 101 *101
Note: Numbers may not equal 100% due to rounding
Table 4.5 Suiranary Table Of Selected Items in Numbers
and Percents (N=101 for each item), Survey Respondents
Strongly Aareed/Aareed to the Following
# %
1. Realistic Portrayals 66 66
2 . I Can Relate to Lee's Female Characters
68 68
3. I Can Relate to Lee's Themes 91 91
4. The Theme Can Apply to any Racially
Ethnic Community 59 59
5. The Theme Centers Around Race Relations
66 66
6. The Theme Revolves Around Sexual Issues
52 52
7. Leading Female Character(s) were Sex Objects
54 54
8. Leading Female Character(s) were Social Props
53 53
9. Female Characters were Central to the Storyline
79 79
10. Overall, Compared to the Men, Women had Different
Personalities/Character Types 85 85
11. Overall, Compared to the Women, the Men had
Different Personalities/Character Types
87 87
12. Overall, Female Characters were Independent
61 61
13. Overall, Female Characters were Submissive to
the Males 51 51
14. Overall, Female Characters were Verbally
Aggressive 61 61
15. Overall, Female Characters were Realistically
Portrayed 82 82
Note: Percentages may not equal 100 due to rounding.
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Table 4.6 Summary of Selected Item in Numbers
and Percents (N=101 for each item), Survey
Respondents Strongly Disagreed/
Disagreed to the Following
# %
1. Stereotypical Portrayals 61 61
2. Leading Female Character(s) were Loud-Mouths
73 73
3. Leading Female Character(s) were Tragic Mulattos
64 64
4. Overall, Compared to the Men, the Women did not
have Different Personalities/Character Types
77 77
5. Overall, Compared to the Women, the Men did not
have Different Personalities/Character Types
67 67
6. Overall, the Female Characters were Dependent on
the Males 61 61
7. Overall, the Female Characters were Portrayed
Unrealistically 72 72
8. Overall, the Female Characters were Portrayed
Negatively 59 59
Note: Percentages may not equal 100 due to rounding.
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just viewed were portrayed realistically.
Overall. the Female Characters in the Soike Lee Film I Just
Viewed Were Portrayed Unrealistically
Of 101 survey respondents, 72 (or 72%) reported (s)he
strongly disagreed/disagreed that overall, the female
characters in the film (s)he had just viewed were portrayed
unrealistically, 23 (or 23%) reported strongly
agreed/agreed.agreed/agreed, and six (6%) did not respond to
this item. Therefore, the average survey respondent reported
that (s)he strongly disagreed/disagreed that the female
characters in the film (s)he had just viewed were not
portrayed unrealistically.
Overall. the Female Characters in the Spike Lee Film I Just
Viewed Were Portrayed Negatively
Of 101 survey respondents, 59 (or 59%) reported (s)he
strongly disagreed/disagreed that overall, the female
characters in the film (s)he had viewed were portrayed
negatively, 37 (or 37%) reported (s) he strongly agreed/agreed,
and five (5%) did not respond to this item. Therefore, the
average survey respondent reported that (s)he strongly
disagreed/disagreed that the female characters in the film
(s)he had just viewed were not portrayed negatively.
Summary of Items With Strongly Agreed/
Agreed Responses
The average survey respondent strongly agreed/agreed that
she could relate to Lee's themes, and that these themes
revolve around race relations or sexual issues in the Africans
community in America. She also strongly agreed/agreed that
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these themes could be applied to any racially ethnic
community, and that Spike Lee's films presented realistic
portrayals of Africana life.
The average survey respondent also strongly agreed/agreed
that she could relate to Lee's overall female characters, and
that these characters were central to Lee's storyline.
Further, she strongly agreed/agreed that the female characters
in Spike Lee's films were presented with different
personalities/character types, and that the female characters
were independent and verbally aggressive. Also, she strongly
agreed/agreed that overall, the female characters were
portrayed as sex objects who were submissive to men. She also
strongly agreed/agreed that the female characters in Spike
Lee's films were portrayed as social props overall, but that
the female characters were realistically portrayed (See Table
4.5) .
Summary of Items With Strongly Disagree/
Disagree Responses
The average survey respondent strongly disagreed/
disagreed that Spike Lee's leading female characters were
"loud-mouths" and tragic mulattoes, and that the overall,
female characters were dependent on the male characters in
Lee's films. In addition, she strongly disagreed/disagreed
that compared to the men in Spike Lee's films, the women did
not have different personalities/character types.
She also strongly disagreed/disagreed that the female
characters in Spike Lee's films were portrayed unrealistically
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and negatively. Further, she strongly disagreed/disagreed
that Spike Lee's films were not stereotypical in their
portrayals of Africana life. Lastly, she strongly
disagreed/disagreed that compared to the women in Spike Lee's
films, the men did not have different personalities/character




This chapter concludes the study and provides a discussion
of the results. It consists of Demographic Profile,
Perceptions of Spike Lee's Africana Female Character Types,
Sximmary/Conclusion, Implications For Africana Filmmakers and
the Africana community, and Directions For Future Research
which concludes this work.
Demographic Profile
The demographic profile of the average survey respondent
was reported as an 18-20 year old African American female,
living on the campus of CAU in an all female dormitory. She
was a first generation college attendant, and was affiliated
with the Baptist/Holiness religion. Further, she hailed from
an urban (inner city) setting prior to enrollment at CAU, and
grew up in a mediiim size family (4-5 people, including self) .
This typically included a brother and sister.
Consequently, this survey respondent was a very young
urban adult who was new to the CAU community. She appears to
be a joiner of campus organizations, and has ties to a
religious body. She had both a male and female sibling to
relate to, as well as close family ties. She has political
affiliations with the Democratic Party, and had not yet
developed a feminist perspective at the time of the study.
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Perceptions of Spike Lee's Africana Female Character Types
Overall, the average survey respondent tended to favorably
view Lee's female characters. Although Lee has two movies
which center around the tragic mulatto character type (ie.
School Daze and Jxingle Fever) , she reported that overall this
character type was not presented in Lee's films.
Less harsh in her analysis of these characters than those
critcs in academe, she reported that the seductresses/sex
objects and social props in Lee's films were realistic
portrayals of Africana women. Perhaps, this was an
affirmation of the sexism inherent in the environment in which
she lives;.
In addition, she indicated that Lee's female characters
were central to the storyline. She also reported that she
could relate to Lee's female characters.
The average survey respondent agreed that Lee's female
characters were submissive to the males in his films.
However, she contrarily reported that Lee's characters were
independent of the males in the movie. These statements tend
to suggest that she was somewhat ambiguous regarding Spike
Lee's portrayal of female characters in his films.
Likewise, the average survey respondent indicated Lee's
female characters were not loud-mouths, but were verbally
aggressive. Once again, she appears to have conflicting
perceptions of Lee's portrayal of female characters in his
films.
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The contradiction in views inay also be attributed to her
relatively young age (18-20 years old). For example, these
ages fall within the adolescent stage. Consequently, the
Africana CAU woman of the study can be considered upwardly
mobile, but probably has yet to encounter many of life's
experiences in spite of her urban background.
Living in an urban setting would seem to indicate having
lived an unsheltered life. Perhaps these results are also
reflective of the values and attitudes of young Africana women
in such a setting.
Psychologists such as Hall and Lindzey, authors of
Theories of Personalities note that the adolescent stage is a
phase of development in the transition from childhood to
adulthood. As the child grows older, she begins to formulate
views which may differ from those she held when she was
younger.
The Africana college freshmen captured in this data could
be considered at the final phase of adolescence which consists
of two stages, including identity (gender roles, ethnic
identification, etc) and creating/maintaining relationships.
Results suggest that survey items may have tapped into
both of these tasks due to the response generated. For
example, although the average survey respondent was of the
Baptist/Holiness religion, she reported that she could relate
to the seductresses, sex objects, and social props in Spike
Lee's films. She also accepted these character types as
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realistic portrayals of Africana life.
Birth of the techno-video age in urban America, featuring
Luke SkyWalker and the 2 Live Crew, Bitches Wit Attitude, Hoes
Wit Problems, etc., appears to have set the tone somewhat for
the social acceptance of women as sex objects and social props
among Africana youth. Songs featuring imagery of women as
"bitches," "hoes" and "skeezers" have set the tone for the
widespread acceptance of female characters presented uni-
dimensional as sex objects and social props.
While these findings are noted in the history of this
country, it is somewhat discouraging that these portrayals
also come from Africana filmmakers in America for the specific
consumption of Africana youth. The inherent danger is that
this rendering of the Africana female is considered socially
acceptable and causes few questions about the legitimacy of
such a rendering.
The average survey respondent reported that Lee's female
characters were central to the storyline, and were presented
in different personalities/character types in his films.
While she viewed Lee's female characters as sex objects, she
did not see them as stereotypes. This indicated that the sex
object character type to her (and perhaps other Africana
youth) was socially acceptable due to current trends of
female character types in popular culture in all of its
negativity.
This may provide some insight as to the perceptions of the
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majority of the survey respondents who reported that the
seductress, sex object and social prop character types in
Spike Lee's films were realistic. This finding was surprising
because of their reported religious affiliation.
Additionally, survey respondents indicated having female
siblings by which to make/compare additional expressions of
young female character types. It would appear that popular
culture has offered these youths a way to perceive Africana
women character types, as well as Africana women in general in
a way that is extremely unflattering. Lee's classic response
to the public regarding his portrayal of Africana women has
been that he knows he had a problem in this area, and is
working on it.
Since life experiences shape and change attitudes over a
period of time, perhaps a study of this subject four years
from now at CAU would yield different results because of the
socio-emotional maturation process. Perhaps another
perspective would have emerged had there been a larger sample
of Africana male participants.
Different demographic profiles would most likely yield
different results since having more male participants may have
affected the outcome of the study. However, the extent to
which this may have altered results is unknown.
The acceptance of female characters who were presented as
seductresses, sex objects, and social props is more suggestive
of a male attitude rather than those offered by females.
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Consequently, these findings while interesting, were somewhat
surprising, as well as uniquely alarming.
This lack of male subjects also impacted study
limitations. For example, the researcher learned more about
the perceptions of Africans female students than males.
Unfortunately, the study occurred during the same period that
the male dormitory, Brawley Hall was holding its film
festival. The first two nights during the data collection
phase there were five males present. It appears that many of
these males elected to attend this film festival.
The setting of the study also took place in an all-female
dormitory which probably contributed to the increase in the
number of females in attendance. The possibility of females
outnumbering males also existed because overall there are more
female students at CAU than male students. Therefore, this
study claims to be no substantial representation of an
Africana male voice.
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Conclusion; Demography and Perceptions
Africana youth have been inundated with female character
types which have been depicted as sexually loose or as social
props. Because of this long existing trend in popular
culture, these character types are perceived as realistic by
many of these youths.
According to Meyrowitz, the electronic media teaches
people "...expected patterns of behavior for specific
situations [they] may have to face and...these lessons are
blurring many of the distinctions [they] relied on in the
past."* If this is indeed the case, then Africana youth are
learning to perceive and treat Africana women as seductresses,
sex objects and social props.
The danger to African youth in general regarding this
image of Africana females is alarming and does not bode well
for the Africana community. The negativity in which Spike
Lee's Africana female characters are portrayed offer a one¬
dimensional aspect of Africana females character types.
Should Africana women integrate these images into their
emerging selves the resultant emotional harm is such that
their still developing personality could be seriously negated,
especially when they blend well with other media messages.
It is hoped that religious affiliations, close family
ties, and realistic interactions with brother and sister
siblings, other relatives, and friends will modify the impact
of these negative stereotypes, seemingly so readily accepted
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by young Africana women.
Further, these results are still somewhat surprising since
the average survey respondent lived in an all female dormitory
and so was exposed to other female students her age from a
variety of national and international locals.
It would appear logical to expect that these survey
respondents who are dorm residents would reflect a variety of
personalities and behaviors.
Finally, that none of these survey respondents reported
having a feminist perspective may also explain their
acceptance of the one-sided portrayals of Africana females.
The limited exposure to a female vision of Africana women may
also account for these findings.
Of special significance is the ambiguity with which these
survey respondents reported that Spike Lee's female characters
were equally as likely/not likely to be marginal to the
storyline of the films. However, on the contrary they
reported that Lee's female characters were indeed central to
the storyline of his films.
One is left with the thought of the powerful impact which
Spike Lee's films have made on the age-vulnerable minds of
young Africana women and men. Of some great alarm is the
finding that survey respondents could relate to these dismal
one-sided portrayals of Africana women. Certainly, Lee cannot
be blamed for all of the negativity expressed in popular
culture about Africana women, but surely he must recognize and
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address his place regarding the promotion of these images.
Although outside the scope of this study, the question of
Spike Lee's social responsibility to the Africana community
because of the power of these films to impact negative
impressions on developing minds, personalities, and behaviors
of young Africana women needs to be addressed. One can also
speculate that there is a similarly distasteful impact on
Africana males regarding their perceptions of their female
cohorts.
Implications For Africana Filmmakers and the Africana
Community
It appears that Africana film viewers will have to begin
holding Africana filmmakers accountable for the images that
they depict through Hollywood films. Art for arts sale is a
concept that must be abandoned because various forms of
popular culture serve as a socializing agent, and Africana
filmmakers should be forced to approach their art from a
political perspective which is pro-Africana in theme, as well
as characterization.
The findings of this study also strongly suggest that
Africana females need to be involved in filmmaking,
particularly those films involving Africana females. Further,
a diversity of approaches to the portrayal of Africana females
in film is urgently needed.
Directions For Future Research
For those conducting future research in this realm, it is
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recommended that the questionnaire be administered to various
age groups throughout the Africana population to achieve an
overall idea of how Africana female viewers respond to Spike
Lee's films. This is important to determine how Africana
women from diverse backgrounds respond to the overall female
character types in Spike Lee's films.
Perhaps, a sample set of older women may result in views
similar to those in academe. Perhaps, a sample set of men
with the same demographic features would yield similar views
to those of females. There will need to be more studies to
determine overall, how Africana viewers (both male and
female) respond to Lee's female characters.
With an increase in the number of Africana films, it can
be assiimed that more productions will surface. This will
result in more images of Africana women. These images,
shapers of reality, will impact the young minds who will flock
to view them in local theaters.
If the portraitures continue to present Africana female
characters as seductresses, sex objects, or social props, then
it is to be expected that young people will view these images
as realistic, acceptable, and worthy of imitation in their
lives. That is a clear and present danger. Society cannot
afford youths who pattern themselves after negative images.
Of all the Africana filmmakers from 1986 to the present,
Lee is the most prolific- Clearly, he presents Africana women
in perpetuated stereotypes of the past. Although his films
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center around socio-political conditions in America, his
female characters are often limited to the seductress, sex
object, or social prop roles.
In order to modify the roles of Africana women in American
film, more studies will have to be performed to determine
overall, how Africana viewers respond to Lee's portrayal of
females in his films. This will provide insight on the impact
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Appendix
Survey of Spike Lee's Films
The purpose of this survey is to reveal and examine the
attitudes of Clark Atlanta University students towards the
films of Spike Lee. All responses will be held in the
strictest confidence. Your identity will not be revealed in
any materials emanating from this study. Thank you for your
participation.
Section A: Demography
Instructions: Please place a check by the response that you
























10. Before Coming to CAU,













































































3 house16.I am Presently Active in the Following
Mainly African American community-based organizations









Neither Parent18.First Time Viewing Anv of Spike Lee's Films
Yes




Section B: Theme, Characters, and Overall Film Rating
Thesaurus of Terms Used
Africana: a term used to describe people of African descent,
including African Americans
Tragic Mulatto: Person experiencing inner turmoil due to their
mixed race or light-colored skin
Loud-Mouth: Person who talks loud or talks too much
Sex-Object: Person whose primary purpose is to provide sexual
pleasure
Social Prop: Person whose primary purpose is to serve as an
accessory to another, usually accentuates the main person
Instructions: Please circle the choice that best states your






20. The Spike Lee film I just viewed is realistic in its
portrayals of African American life. SA A D SD
21. The Spike Lee film I just viewed is stereotypical in its
portrayals of African American life. SA A D SD
22. I can relate to Spike Lee's women characters in the film
that I just viewed. SA A D SD
23. I can relate to Spike Lee's themes in the film that I just
viewed. SA A D SD
24. The theme of the Lee film that I just viewed could apply
to any racially ethnic community. SA A D SD
25. The theme of the Lee film that I just viewed primarily
centered around race relations in America.
SA A D SD
26. The theme of the Lee film that I just viewed primarily
revolved around sexual issues in the African American
community. SA A D SD
27. The leading female character(s) in the film I just viewed
was a sex object. SA A D SD
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28. The leading female character (s) in the film I just viewed
was a loud-mouth. SA A D SD
29. The leading female character(s) in the film I just viewed
was a tragic mulatto. SA A D SD
30. The leading female character(s) was a social prop.
SA A D SD
31. Overall, the female characters in the film I just viewed
were central to the storyline. SA A D SD
32. Overall, the female characters in the film I just viewed
were marginal to the storyline. SA A D SD
33. Overall, compared to the men, the women in the movie I
just viewed did not have different personalities/character
types. SA A D SD
34. Overall, compared to the men, the women in the movie I
just viewed did have different personalities/character
types. SA A D SD
35. Overall, compared to the women, the men in the movie I
just viewed were presented in a variety of personalities/
character types. SA A D SD
36. Overall, compared to the women, the men in the movie I
just viewed were not presented in a variety of
personalities/character types. SA A D SD
37. Overall, the female characters in the film I just viewed
were dependent on the males. SA A D SD
38. Overall, the female characters in the film I just viewed
were independent. SA A D SD
39. Overall, the female characters in the film I just viewed
were submissive to the males. SA A D SD
40. Overall, the female characters in the film I just viewed
were verbally aggressive. SA A D SD
41. Overall, the female characters were stereotypical.
SA A D SD
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42. Overall, the female characters in the film I just viewed
were portrayed realistically. SA A D SD
43. Overall, the female characters in the film I just viewed
were portrayed unrealistically. SA A D SD
44. Overall, the female characters in the film I just viewed
were portrayed negatively. SA A D SD
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